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A B S T R A C T   

Automated Taxi (AT) services, as a promising business model for Autonomous Vehicles (AVs), 
have paved the way for novel mobility options. Understanding users’ preferences for this inno-
vative alternative is crucial for its success but proves to be challenging, as the lack of a real market 
mostly requires setting hypothetical situations to elicit respondents’ preferences. Recent appli-
cations have seen an increasing use of Virtual Reality (VR), as a way to control the context, or to 
provide visual representation of some attributes. Research is however still in its infancy, in 
particular in the transport context, and results often are not comparable or show opposite effects. 
In this research, we aim to contribute to this limited research by studying the impact of the 
immersive VR environment in the preferences for AT elicited with Stated Choice (SC) experi-
ments. Differently from previous studies, our experiment is built to ensure that the SC experiment 
in the VR-based environment is perfectly comparable with the standard SC screen-based, for 
internal validity. A control group is also used to test the order effect in the presentation of the two 
surveys, and to control for the carryover effect. Using data collected from a quite large sample, 
compared to the existing studies, joint mixed logit models are estimated allowing to assess the 
impact of the immersive VR environment on the choice bias, heterogeneity in the preferences for 
specific attributes, as well as panel effect, and order effect. Our results show that the immersive 
VR-based experience has no impact on the preferences for level-of-service attributes, travel time 
and cost, unless respondents can, to some extent, experience them, like waiting time in our study. 
On the other hand, the hints and cues provided by the immersive VR environment seem to affect 
the evaluation of the social aspects, descriptive norms and customers’ reviews. This highlights a 
significantly high heterogeneity in the preferences, not revealed in the screen-based SC experi-
ment. Finally, differently from previous literature, our results show no difference in the choice 
bias between VR- and screen-based environment, but only if differences in the preferences for 
specific attributes between the two environments are properly taken into account.   

1. Introduction 

A relatively vast literature has emphasised the potential of Automated Taxi (AT) services, as a promising business model for 
Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) and its prospective economic, environmental and social advantages (Fagnant and Kockelman, 2014; 
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Lokhandwala and Cai, 2018; Lu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2015). The extent of benefits that ATs can bring to existing transport systems 
significantly relies on how successfully ATs can be in attracting customers to use this service. Understanding user preferences for this 
innovative travel mode is then a crucial step for their success. Traditional online Stated Choice (SC) experiments are commonly used to 
investigate users’ preferences for AVs, as this is a product not yet available in the market (see the review in Gkartzonikas and Gkritza, 
2019). Only few papers have used SC experiments to study preferences for AT-like systems. Krueger et al. (2016) elicited Willingness to 
Pay (WTP) measures for service attributes for shared AVs, defined as driverless taxi services. Yap et al. (2016) studied preferences for 
egress mode choices after train trips, where one alternative was cybercar (with automatic driving). Bansal and Daziano (2018) 
investigated the willingness to share a ride with strangers, where a dummy variable "automation" was used to denote if the Uber ride 
was with driver or driverless, while Yin and Cherchi (2022) still using an online SC experiment, studied AT preferences in China, with a 
focus on the WTP for in-vehicle features and social influence. Interestingly the estimated WTPs from these studies are very different, 
ranging for instance for travel time from £3.08/hr to £17.41/hr (and up to £20.00/hr if we consider AV, not strictly AT-like services). 
This is related to different contexts and different designs of the SC experiments, but it also raises a question about the accuracy of 
eliciting preferences for ATs and their characteristics when using conventional online SC surveys. SC experiments suffer from hypo-
thetical bias (people’s behaviours in reality deviate from what they state in the experiment) but have their strength in the quality of the 
estimated marginal utilities for the attributes included in the design (Louviere et al., 2000). This benefit of the SC is however now under 
scrutiny, with the increasing use of SC to test highly innovative products that respondents have no experience with or even knowledge 
of. 

It is known that preferences elicited with SC experiments are strongly influenced by the SC framing. Pictures and videos have in fact 
been used with the aim to increase the accuracy of the preferences elicited (e.g., Iglesias et al., 2013). Their use has increased recently 
in the AV study (e.g., Howard and Dai, 2014; Kolarova et al., 2018) as a way to give participants some knowledge about the new 
products before presenting them with the SC experiment. In this line, recent applications have also seen an increasing use of Virtual 
Reality (VR), as a way to control the context, i.e., to improve the preliminary information provided about the (non-) market goods 
respondents were going to evaluate (Bateman et al., 2009; Fiore et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2017; Patterson et al., 2017). Studies have 
shown that the use of immersive VR (instead of videos) can generate a sufficiently natural and familiar field, able to provide ‘field cues’ 
or ‘field hints’ that occur in the real world (Fiore et al., 2009). It allows the sensation of immersion in the activities prompting in-
dividuals to act as if they were in the real world (Animesh et al., 2011; Faiola et al., 2013; Nah et al., 2011; Sanchez-Vives and Slater, 
2005). Based on these studies, the expectation is that immersive VR experiments should elicit preferences more accurately than 
standard screen-based surveys. However, very little is known in this area. 

Recent works have used immersive VR technology to study continuous behaviours (also defined as motor actions, opposite to 
choice-based actions). Farooq et al. (2018) and Velasco et al. (2019) studied pedestrian crossing behaviour controlling for flow 
composition (different proportions of normal cars and AVs), speed of the cars, geometric characteristics of the street and weather 
condition. Arellana et al. (2020) studied the pedestrian behaviour as a function of the traffic flow and other geometric characteristics, 
but without AVs. Sobhani and Farooq (2018) studied the impact of distracted behaviours, Lovreglio et al. (2016) and Arellana et al. 
(2020) also studied the pedestrian behaviour in the case of evacuation while Feng et al. (2022) dealt with wayfinding behaviour in a 
multi-story building. Birenboim et al. (2019) and Bogacz et al. (2021) studied instead the cycling behaviour, still controlling for car 
flow and geometric characteristics. These studies use stated preference experiments to control for the characteristics of the envi-
ronment (i.e., flow speed etc.) where the respondents walk or bike. From a neurological point of view, motor actions (like cycling or 
walking) activate different circuitries in the human brain compared to choice-based actions and show an overlap between brain ac-
tivities during imagined and real movements (see discussion in Cherchi, 2020). This does not appear during choice-based actions. The 
use of VR for choice-based actions allows revealing effects that do not appear in VR applications for motor actions. 

Few papers have compared immerive VR-based and screen-based SC experiments in the context of choice-based actions. Patterson 
et al. (2017) studied neighbourhood choices. Their SC experiment included two attributes that describe the building environment. 
Although the experimental design was the same in the VR and the text-based SC, they differed in the presentation of these charac-
teristics. These were described textually in the screen-based SC (i.e., “20ft space between buildings”), while presented only visually in 
the VR environment where respondents evaluated that distance themselves based on the environment presented. They used a non- 
immersive VR experiment and a between-subject experiment (184 respondents for each treatment), though they controlled the dis-
tribution of the two samples in terms of gender, age, income, and current residential status. Differently from previous works in similar 
contexts, they found no significant differences between text-based and VR-based SC experiment, notably, in the evaluation of the visual 
attributes. They found though that in the model estimated with VR data, it was possible to estimate some segmentations, suggesting 
that the VR platform was better able to focus respondents’ attention to process the text as well as visual attributes. They found an 
overall better model fit (adjusted rho-square) with VR data than with text-only data. They estimated separate models and did not 
control for scale differences. 

Mokas et al. (2021) used a SC experiment to study the value of urban greenery (i.e., trees, bioretention planters) using three 
different presentation formats (text only, video and immersive VR). The same SC experimental design was used but, as in Patterson 
et al. (2017), the presentation of the three urban greenery attributes was conveyed through written description in the text only SC, 
while they were presented visually in the other two formats. They used a between-subject experiment, where a total of 180 respondents 
was randomly assigned to one of the three treatments (60 participants for each treatment). They estimated a model pooling all data, 
allowing to test for scale differences across experiment types, and estimated a full random parameter model but they did not test for 
differences in the preference for specific attributes. In line with previous research in this field, they found statistically significant 
differences in the scales, implying lower error variance (less randomness in making choices) in the video and the VR subsets compared 
to the text sample. At the same time, they found significant random heterogeneity in almost all the coefficients estimated, including 
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price, which may account for differences in the preferences among experiment types, but this has not been examined. 
Finally, Rossetti and Hurtubia (2020) studied the ecological validity of VR experiments (i.e., whether the results can be generalized 

to real-life settings), but the focus was on the qualitative assessment of aspects of an urban environment. They used three groups with a 
mix technique of between and within-subject. They recruited 251 participants in the streets for the assessment of a real environment, 
192 participants in the university campus for the immersive VR experiment, and of these 443 people plus extra new participants, 153 
participated in the second experiment with images. It is anyway interesting to report that they found that immersive videos are 
ecologically valid for perception of safety and security, as this depends more on visual cues to judge it, not for the quality of the built 
environment and the attractiveness of a certain location. It is also interesting to note that in their immersive VR it seems that par-
ticipants did not move in the environment but responded to the experiment while seated. 

The literature review shows that: 1) no studies in the VR field have focused on choices related to AVs, even less to ATs; 2) papers 
dealing with choice-based actions, do not deal with AVs and use the VR mainly to study visual attributes, otherwise described in words 
in the online surveys and 3) research so far showed opposite or non-conclusive results on key questions related to the impact of VR in 
eliciting preferences. In this paper, we aim to contribute to this limited literature by studying the impact of the immersive VR 
experience in the preferences for AT and its characteristics, controlling for internal validity. We use a choice context between normal 
and automated taxis, because this is the setting where differences between imagined and real movements occur and can then be 
detected with VR applications1, differently from motor actions contexts. Following previous literature, because of the higher 
involvement and thus attention in the VR environment compared to online, we expect the choice error to be lower in the VR-based than 
in the screen-based SC experiment, however and differently from the previous literature we expect this difference to depend on the 
model specification and to be smaller if systematic heterogeneity is properly captured (H1). Since context and experience play a key 
role in shaping individual preferences, we expect preferences to be different whether elicited with the VR-based or screen-based SC 
experiment (H2). However, and more important, we do expect the impact of the VR to be stronger on those attributes more difficult to 
measure (such as those capturing for example social influence) compared to Level of Service (LOS) attributes (times and costs) (H3), 
unless participants can experience the LOS attributes as part of the VR experiment (H4). Last not least, another important hypothesis is 
that we expect the VR-based SC experiment to be able to capture this heterogeneity better than the screen-based SC experiment, 
because of the hints and clues provided by the realistic (though virtual) environment that provide different and more stimuli to our 
brain (H5). 

To test these hypotheses, a SC experiment was built and implemented both screen-based (online) and within an immersive VR 
environment. The SC experiment consists of a series of binary choices between a normal taxi with the driver (NT) and a fully automated 
taxi without driver and without steering wheel (AT). Differently from the existing literature on choice-based actions 1) all attributes in 
the stated choice experiment are presented in the same way in the VR-based and in the screen-based surveys, 2) the VR environment 
does not change across stated choice scenarios, and it is used to test the “living effect”, i.e., to make respondents feel that they are living 
the choice. The advantage of this setting is that the SC experiment in the VR-based environment is perfectly comparable with the 
standard SC screen-based, allowing to disentangle the impact of the immersive VR experience in the elicited consumer’s preferences 
compared to the screen-based standard SC experiment (internal validity). In addition, in our experiment 3) the same respondent 
replied both surveys (screen-based and VR-based), which allows a full control of the effects tested2 and a control group was used to test 
the order effect in the presentation of the survey (i.e., VR first, online after) and the carryover effect implicit in the within-subject 
samples. The sample used (208 participants) is one of the largest in the field for non-university within-subject immersive VR 
experiment. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the survey methodology, namely the key aspects of the immersive VR 
environment and the SC experiment built. Section 3 describes the data collection process and the main characteristics of the samples. 
Section 4 reports the modelling framework and Section 5 includes a discussion of the modelling results. Section 6 summarises the key 
conclusions from this research and the comparison between VR-based and screen-based surveys. 

2. Survey design and data collection methodology 

The core of the methodology set up in this research consists of a SC experiment built to elicit preferences for fully ATs without driver 
and without steering wheel versus NTs with driver. The same SC experiment was used to collect data online (screen-based) and within 
an immersive VR environment (VR-based). In the immersive VR experiment, respondents found themselves into a street where there is 
a taxi rank with two types of taxis (with and without driver) picking up customers, and a ticket board (as it is the case in reality) where 
to select and pay for the taxi that the respondents wish to use. Depending on the destination selected, the ticket board presents two 
options: one for the normal and one for automated taxi. This is a task of the SC experiment, which is exactly the same (also in terms of 
presentation) as that used in the standard screen-based SC. The SC experiments in the immersive VR environment and in the screen- 
based are identical and this allows us to study the impact of the immersive VR experience in the elicited preferences without con-
founding effects. While the SC experiment is the same in the screen-based and the VR-based experiments, respondents did not 

1 “Innovative methods that make stimuli more lifelike (e.g., virtual reality, or bidirectional social interactions) are likely to make evidence from 
even hypothetical choices a better guess about what mechanisms are involved in real choice” (Camerer and Mobbs, 2017).  

2 After carefully balancing the pros and the cons, we decided to use the within-subject samples, as it requires smaller samples than between- 
subject samples to get the same statistical power and does not require controlling for differences in individual characteristics between samples 
that can affect internal validity. 
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encounter exactly the same choice situations because the choice tasks presented depend on the destination selected by the respondents 
during the experiment, and the destination could actually vary between the screen-based and the VR-based experiment, within each 
experiment and across different choice tasks. 

2.1. Context and virtual reality environment 

The context for the experiment is Northumberland Road, a well-known street in the city centre of Newcastle upon Tyne, in the 
northeast of England, adjacent to the pedestrian high street, the focal point for business, especially shopping, well-known by the locals. 
Great effort was put in building the immersive VR environment with high fidelity. The objective was to ensure that the environment 
was highly realistic to include all the field-cues presented in reality, but without additional unintended information that could affect 
respondents’ choices. The only new element, compared to the real environment was the presence of ATs that had, however, the same 
shape of normal cars. We used the black standard car for NTs, as this is the colour of the taxis that operate at the taxi ranks in Newcastle. 
We used the red colour for ATs. A possible colour effect in the choice was carefully discussed and tested. It was found that 63% of the 
participants did not notice the colour of the cars3. 

Fig. 1 shows a picture of Northumberland Road where the taxi rank of our experiment is located. The left figure is a picture of the 
real street, while the right figure is its reproduction in the virtual reality environment. In the VR, the street was slightly re-designed in 
order to accommodate the two types of taxis and make it possible for respondents to clearly see and appreciate the characteristics of 
each type of taxi and how the taxis operate when making their choices. These images in Fig. 1 were also used in the screen-based survey 
to present respondents with the choice context, accompanied by a typical text explaining the context of the experiment. 

In the immersive VR environment respondents make the choice of the taxi using a Ticket Board that simulates a touch-screen board, 
which is activated using the trigger in the VR handles. To enhance realism, the ticket board was carefully designed to resemble existing 
ticket boards, both in its external appearance and in the format of the contents presented. The ticket board is illustrated in the left part 
of Fig. 2. It includes a wide screen where the characteristics of the taxis available (the SC choice tasks) were presented and on its right, 
it reports the features to insert banknote and coins, to tap the credit cards and to collect ticket or money change, which is consistent 
with the real ticket boards. A registered voice was also included to accompany all information presented in the ticket board where 
respondents need to take an action (such as “select your destination”, or “select your payment method”). The exact same information, 
without the voice, was presented also in the screen-based survey. 

The immersive VR environment was built in a way that respondents could see how the system operates and walk around the moving 
vehicles. However, still some preliminary information was needed (1) about AV safety, privacy and routing information and (2) how 
the AT operates once on board. This information was included in an Information Board and presented to all respondents allowing to 
normalise the initial conditions. The right part of Fig. 2 shows an example of the information board in the VR experiment. The same 
information was presented, with exactly the same graphics, also in the screen-based survey. More details are reported in Yin and 
Cherchi (2022). 

2.2. Stated choice experiment 

The SC experiment consists of a series of binary choices between a NT and an AT. The attributes included in the SC experiment were 
defined based on the literature and a series of focus groups. The final experiment includes six attributes. Three level of service at-
tributes (waiting time, travel time and fixed journey fare, with three levels each), one attribute to measure the impact of fuel type (with 
two levels: electric or petrol/diesel) and two attributes to measure the impact of social conformity (number of customers with three 
levels and customer rating with two levels). The adoption rate measures if individual behaviour is affected by what other people do 
(descriptive norm). Customer rating yesterday, represents the general public opinion or a form of word-of-mouth, which has been 
widely studied in marketing but rarely in transport. 

A heterogeneous Bayesian D-efficient design was generated in Ngene (ChoiceMetrics, 2012). Priors were taken from models 
estimated in several pilot tests based on orthogonal designs. Three SC experiments were optimised based on travel distances of 5 km, 
10 km, and 15 km to customise the designs with different levels for travel cost and travel time. 16 scenarios were generated for each 
design and randomly divided in two blocks. Each respondent was presented with eight scenarios, which could belong to any of the 
three designs (5 km, 10 km or 15 km) depending on the destination selected before each scenario. Fig. 3 shows an example of the SC 
experiment presented in the immersive VR-based experiment. The same SC experiment with the same format was also used in the 
screen-based version. Table 1 shows the attributes and attribute levels included in the SC experiment. 

The process followed to build the SC experiment is not different from the standard process typically followed when building a SC. 
However, some adjustments were required to ensure the SC experiment was perceived as realistic in the immersive VR. This is because 
some approximations typically used and considered perfectly acceptable in the screen-based SC looked unrealistic when used in a VR- 
based environment. In particular, for the purpose of this paper, the following aspects are relevant:  

1) Definition of the choice context 

3 The small test carried out does not completely rule out that the colour “red” might exert unconsciously attraction, but it gives confidence that 
there is not a systematic bias. At the same time, if the colour exerts an unconscious attraction, this should affect both the screen-based and the VR- 
based experiment, because the taxis have the same colour in both experiments. 
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It is typically recommended to customise the SC experiment based on a recent trip made by each respondent; in our case it would be 
a trip made by taxi. In a screen-based SC experiment, there are no specific constraints on the trips by taxi that can be considered, in 
terms of origin and destination, and booking methods (taxi rank, online, or by phone). Even if pictures or videos of automated taxis 
were presented to respondents, these do not have to refer to specific locations. Indeed, images or videos often refer to imaginary cities. 
In the case of VR-based SC experiments, however, a precise context needs to be defined, because respondents will make their choice 
within the virtually real environment. Not all contexts are feasible because the VR requires the experiment to take place in a specific 
physical location, where passengers have the possibility to see the taxis operating while they are making their choice. This is why we 
chose to locate the experiment at a taxi rank. Traditional taxi services are still extensively used in Newcastle upon Tyne and there are 
numerous taxi ranks in the city centre. The taxi rank located in Northumberland Road (the location chosen for the experiment) is used 

Fig. 1. The taxi rank area: real and virtual environment.  

Fig. 2. Ticket and information board in the immersive VR-based SC experiment.  

Fig. 3. Example of choice task in the VR-SC experiment (10 km segment).  
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by more than 1,000 people per week.  

2) Experimental design and customisation 

In standard SC experiments, when customisation is used, respondents are typically instructed to assume that they have to make a 
trip with the same destination of the trip described as the most recent, and then all the scenarios presented refer to a trip with the same 
destination. Interestingly, this standard procedure that sounds perfectly reasonable in the screen-based SC experiment, it appeared 
extremely unrealistic in the VR environment. This is because in the VR environment respondents “live” the choice process, any 
assumption that they have to make the same trip felt unrealistic. In the several preliminary tests ran, it was discovered that presenting 
the choice tasks in sequence, like it is always done in the screen-based survey, was extremely unrealistic in the VR. Differently from the 
standard practice, respondents were then presented with a list of destinations at beginning of each scenario and were asked to select 
their destination before each scenario. Additionally, a short ‘break’ section was provided between scenarios. For consistency, the same 
procedure was adopted also in the screen-based SC survey. 

2.3. Sample recruitment and overall survey 

The VR-based SC experiment and its screen-based counterpart were administrated in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, between 2022 and 
2023. All participants were locals and knew Northumberland Road where the experiments took place. All participants did both ex-
periments (within-subject comparison). 156 participants responded the screen-based first and after 1–2 weeks came to the lab and 
participated in the VR-based SC experiment. A total of 1248 observations were collected. To control for order effect, a fresh control 
group sample of 52 respondents (416 pseudo-observations) was collected and did the experiment in the reversed order (first the VR- 
based and then after a couple of months the screen-based). The control group had a much longer interval between experiments because 
of the higher engagement of the VR experiment, meaning that it is more likely that participants have a stronger recollection of it 

Table 1 
Attributes and attributes levels in the SC designs.  

Attributes Attribute levels 

Short (5 km) Medium (10 km) Long (15 km) 

Waiting time [Minutes] 1/6/10 
In-vehicle travel time [Minutes] 6/10/14 12/16/21 18/22/27 
Fixed journey fare [GBP] 5.5/7/9 11.5/13.5/16.5 18/20.5/24 
Fuel type for the AT Petrol-Diesel / Electric 
Number of today’s customers 17/80/143 
Customer rating yesterday Bad Reviews (2 Stars) / Good Reviews (4.5 Stars)  

Table 2 
Socio-economic characteristics.  

Socio-demographic characteristics Main 
sample 
(N = 156) 

Control group 
(N = 52) 

Gender 
Female 52.6 58.0 
Male 46.8 42.0 
Rather not to say 0.6 0.0 

Age 

18–29 19.9 16.0 
30–39 22.4 30.0 
40–49 22.4 16.0 
50–59 20.5 18.0 
60 or above 14.7 20.0 

Education level 

Secondary school and below 11.5 20.0 
High school or equivalent 27.6 38.0 
College degree 26.9 32.0 
Bachelor’s degree 24.4 10.0 
Master/Doctorate degree 9.6 0.0 

Current work status 

Employed 76.9 80.0 
Self-employed 7.7 4.0 
Retired 8.3 8.0 
Others 7.1 8.0 

Personal monthly disposable income 

Less than £500 12.8 12.0 
£501-£1500 40.4 48.0 
£1501-£2500 21.8 22.0 
£2501-£3500 9.0 8.0 
£3501-£4500 2.6 4.0 
> £4500 0.0 0.0 
I do not wish to disclose it 13.5 6.0  
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compared to the online experiment. 
A rigorous protocol was followed in the VR-based SC experiment (both in the main experiment and in the control group), which 

includes two tutorials, one general about how an immersive VR environment works and one specific to familiarise with the virtual 
Northumberland Road. These tutorials are particularly important as aimed to ensure that all respondents had enough capabilities to 
complete the choice tasks in the VR environment, and to remove what in the VR terms is called “wow effect”, i.e., the high excitement 
that participants express the first time they found themselves in a virtual environment. A detailed description of the methodology 
followed to build the immersive VR environment and the VR-based SC experiment for the specific context of reference can be found in 
Yin and Cherchi (2024). The screen-based online SC experiment lasted around 15 minutes, while the VR-based lab session lasted 
between 40 and 60 minutes. This latter time includes the actual experiment, the tutorial, the breaks in between sessions to allow 
respondents to rest if needed and the various formalities, such as privacy information and consent forms. It is worth mentioning that 
none of the respondents complained about the length of the VR experiment, as it seems that the subjective perception of time speeds up 
when respondents are highly engaged in the VR experiment. 

The overall survey consisted of the following parts: general questions about familiarity with AVs, information about a last trip 
performed by normal taxi, a SC experiment, a set of socioeconomic information and a set of statements to measure latent psychological 
constructs. All respondents interviewed were residents in the northeast of England and satisfied the requirements to be 18 years or 
older and have used a normal taxi in Newcastle in the last three years. Participants were recruited via a panel and received £45 each for 
their participation. 

3. Samples characteristics 

Tables 2 and 3 report a summary of the key characteristics of the sample collected. Our sample approximates the gender distri-
bution of the Newcastle population but slightly underrepresents young people (20% in the main sample and 16% in the control group, 
against 25% in the Newcastle population). This difference can also be due to the recruitment screening questions. It can be that young 
people use taxis less often in real life, but there are no data to verify this information. 

Although the size of our sample is one of the largest4 among the studies using immersive VR, we did not aim for a representative 
sample. The characteristics of the control group present some differences with respect to the main sample and this will be controlled for 
in the modelling. In particular, respondents in the control group are mostly on their thirties or above 60 and have a lower level of 
education. 

As discussed previously, travelling by taxi is a popular option in Newcastle, around 40% of the sample use the taxi at least once a 
month and around 50% of the sample talk with the taxi driver frequently and enjoy the interaction with the taxi driver, i.e., talking 
and/or getting help with luggage. As showed in Table 3, the majority of the sample have heard of AV (less in the control group) and are 
not relatively familiar with the 5 levels of automation. 1/3 of the sample had the experience with VR, though, upon investigation, only 
with video games. All participants commented that they had never seen anything like what presented in our experiment. 

4. Modelling framework 

A joint mixed logit choice model was used to estimate the impact of the immersive VR in eliciting preferences for ATs, versus a 
screen-based survey. The model specified allows in particular to estimate the following key features: 1) different bias in the choice 
between the immersive VR and the screen- based; 2) different bias in the choice depending on the order effect between the two 
treatments (main survey and cotrol group); 3) different preferences for the taxi characteristics, between the immersive VR and the 
screen based, beyond scale differences; 4) intra-respondent correlation and 5) systematic heterogeneity and non-linearity in the 
preferences for the taxi characteristics. 

The model has the following expression: 

UVR.MS
jqt =

(
VVR.MS

jqt + σVR.MS
j νMS

jq + εVR.MS
jqt

)

UOnl.MS
jqt = λOnl.MS

(
VOnl.MS

jqt + σOnl.MS
j νMS

jq + εOnl.MS
jqt

)

UVR.CG
jqt = λCG

[(
VVR.CG

jqt + σVR.CG
j νCG

jq + εVR.CG
jqt

) ]

UOnl.CG
jqt = λCG

[
λOnl.CG

(
VOnl.CG

jqt + σOnl.CG
j νCG

jq + εOnl.CG
jqt

) ]

Where, Ujqt is the utility that individual q assigns to alternative j = [NT, AT] in choice task t = [1, 2, …, 8]. The superscripts VR and Onl 
refer to the survey environment, VR means that the utility is for the alternatives evaluated in the immersive VR-based survey, Onl for 
the screen-based (Online) survey. The superscripts MS and CG refer to the instrument to test order effect, MS stands for main sample, it 
means that the order in which participants replied to the SC is screen-based first and immersive VR-based second; CG stands for control 
group, and it means that the order in which participants replied to the SC is immersive VR-based first and screen-based second. 

Three scales are estimated. Within each sample λOnl.MS and λOnl.CG are the scales of the screen-based data, normalised by the scale of 

4 Complementing the discussion in the literature review, for example, Bogacz et al. (2021) used 48 respondents; Feng et al. (2022) 36 respondents 
and Zou et al. (2021) 28 participants. 
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the immersive VR-based data. λ.CG is the scale of the control group compared to the main survey data. 
σjσ is the standard deviation of the error component terms that account for intra-individual correlation (or panel effect in the SC 

experiments). These are alternative-specific because within each environment and treatment, respondents have only two alternatives 
to choose from. We allowed this variance to be different between environments (VR and Onl) and between treatments (MS and CG), 
letting the results to inform if there are significant differences or not, as discussed in the results section. νjq is a random value from the 
standard normal distribution, that is the same between environments because in each treatment the same individual q participated in 
both the VR- and the screen-based experiments. 

εjqt is instead the white noise, distributed EV1 independently and identically across alternatives and observations. 
Vjqt is the portion of the overall utility Ujqt that depends on observable characteristics and allows accounting for different pref-

erences for the taxi characteristics, between the immersive VR and the screen-based, beyond scale differences. It accounts also for 
systematic heterogeneity and non-linearity in the preference for the taxi characteristics. For simplicity of notation, let S be an indicator 
for the combination of survey environments (VR, Onl) and treatments (MS, CG). The utility takes the following form: 

VS
jqt = ASCS

j + βS
j,Xf (Xjqt)+ βS

j,SESEq + βS
j,X.SEXjqtSEq  

Where: 

ASCS
j is the alternative specific constant for the alternative j; it takes value 1 if j = AT, 0 otherwise, and it varies among survey 

environments and treatments; 
XS

jqt is a vector containing all attributes used to define the alternatives in the SC experiment; 
SES

q is a vector of socio-economic characteristics; 
βS are vectors of coefficients that measure the marginal effect of SC attributes, socio-economic characteristics, and their in-
teractions. These are tested specific for survey environments and treatments. 

Table 3 
Travel characteristics and Knowledge of AVs and VR.  

Trip characteristics Main 
sample 
(N = 156) 

Control group 
(N = 52) 

Travel time 
most recent trip 
by taxi 

Short (around 10 min. or less) 46.2 38.0 
Medium (around 20 min.) 39.7 42.0 
Long (around 30 min or more) 14.1 20.0 

Frequency of using taxis At least once a week 10.3 16.0 
Less than once a week, 
at least once a month 

42.3 32.0 

Less than once a month, 
more than twice a year 

39.7 38.0 

At most twice a year 7.7 14.0 
Frequency of talking with the driver Very infrequently 8.3 2.0 

Somewhat infrequently 8.3 6.0 
Occasionally 30.1 32.0 
Somewhat frequently 36.5 34.0 
Very frequently 16.7 26.0 

Enjoying talking with taxi driver Always 16.0 18.0 
Sometimes 79.5 82.0 
Never 4.5 0.0 

Like the driver to help carry luggage Yes 64.1 70.0 
No 35.9 30.0 

Take the taxi without any help Yes 98.7 100.0 
No 1.3 0.0 

Where taxis? At the taxi rank in Northumberland Road 48.1 38.0 
At other taxi ranks in Newcastle but not in Northumberland Road 41.0 46.0 
Via taxi app or pre-book by phone 10.9 16.0  

Knowledge of AV or VR 
Heard of AVs Yes 69.2 54.0 

No 30.8 46.0 
Familiarity with the 5 levels of automation Not at all familiar 39.7 46.0 

Slightly familiar 35.3 30.0 
Moderately familiar 19.9 20.0 
Very familiar 4.5 4.0 
Extremely familiar 0.6 0.0 

VR experience Yes 35.9 36.0 
No 58.3 62.0 
Missing 5.8 2.0  
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Table 4 
Models estimation results.    

Treatment   

Estimated values Rob. t-test  

Environment Main 
survey 

Control 
group 

Main 
survey 

Control 
group 

Level of Service 
Travel cost x income1 ≥ £2,500 Screen & VR − 0.535 − 8.45  

x income < £2,500 Screen & VR − 0.840 − 8.19  
squared x income < £2,500 Screen 0.009 0.012 3.38 3.28  
squared x income < £2,500 VR 0.019 6.12 

Travel time Screen & VR − 0.089 − 5.97  
x more than very familiar with AVs Screen 0.067 2.40  
x using taxis less than once a week, at least once a month VR − 0.057 − 2.04 

Waiting time Screen − 0.124 − 0.143 − 6.54 − 4.73 
VR − 0.162 − 0.118 − 10.06 − 4.21  

x work (purpose at destination) Screen & VR − 0.149 − 2.25  

EV feature 
Electric vehicle (AT) Screen 0.299 0.926 1.55 2.60 

VR 0.503 − 2.92 −

Social conformity 
Good review Screen 0.397 − 3.20 −

VR − −

x bachelor max education Screen & VR 0.583 − 0.695 2.85 − 2.69  
x high school max education VR 0.534 − 2.38 −

x slightly familiar with AVs VR − 0.383 − 0.815 − 2.13 − 2.66  
x talk to taxi driver very frequently VR − 0.296 − − 1.44 −

x usually take taxi at other taxi ranks in Newcastle but not in Northumberland 
Road 

Screen − 0.515 − − 2.33 −

x using taxis less than once a month, more than twice a year VR 0.412 2.38 
Number of today’s customers/10 Screen 0.467 − 0.426 2.21 − 1.16  

x no experience with VR Screen − 0.850 − − 2.76 −

x take taxi at any taxi ranks Screen & VR − 0.573 − 3.20  

Alternative-specific effects 
ASC (AT) Screen − 0.338 − 1.100 − 1.22 − 1.94 

VR − 0.350 0.574 − 1.63 2.60 
Female (NT) Screen & VR 0.944 3.90 
Age between 18 and 34 years (NT) Screen − 0.581 − − 1.97 −

Not at all or slightly familiar with AVs (NT) Screen − 0.844 − 2.71  

Scale effects 
Scale screen-based data 

(VR-based normalised)  
0.920 1.390 7.02 

[-0.61] 
3.72 
[1.04] 

Scale control group 
(main survey normalised)   

0.887  6.24 
[-0.79]  

Panel effects 
SIGMA (AT) Screen 1.790 2.000 6.86 3.87 

VR 1.500 0.702 6.53 2.60  

Summary of Statistics 

Number of draws 500 
Maximum log-likelihood − 1532.40 
Log-likelihood for the Market Share − 2243.84 
Akaike Information Criterion 3150.80 
Bayesian Information Criterion 3413.53 
Number of individuals  156 52   
Number of pseudo-observations  2496 832   

(1) Monthly net income, after taxation, mortgage, living and other necessary expenses, excluding transport expenses. 
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For each treatment, the individual likelihood is given by the integral of the conditional probability to choose the sequence of al-
ternatives j= {j1, …j8} over the distribution of the random term νjq: 

Lq(q ∈ MS) =
∫

νMS

⎛

⎝
∏T

t=1

exp
(

VVR.MS
jqt + σVR.MS

j νMS
j

)

∑
i∈Aq

exp
(

VVR.MS
iqt + σVR.MS

i νMS
i

) ⋅
expλOnl.MS

(
VOnl.MS

jqt + σOnl.MS
j νMS

j

)

∑
i∈Aq

expλOnl.MS
(

VOnl.MS
iqt + σOnl.MS

i νMS
i

) f
(
νMS)dνMS

⎞

⎠

Lq(q ∈ CG) =

∫

νCG

⎛

⎝
∏T

t=1

expλCG
(

VVR.CG
jqt + σVR.CG

j νCG
j

)

∑
i∈Aq

expλCG
(

VVR.CG
iqt + σVR.CG

i νCG
i

) ⋅
expλOnl.CGλCG

(
VOnl.CG

jqt + σOnl.CG
j νCG

j

)

∑
i∈Aq

expλOnl.CGλCG
(

VOnl.CG
iqt + σOnl.CG

i νCG
i

) f
(
νCG)dνCG

⎞

⎠

The unconditional log-likelihood for the entire sample is given by: 

LL = ln

(
∏

q∈MS
Lq(q ∈ MS)

∏

q∈CG
Lq(q ∈ CG)

)

The joint models were estimated by maximum simulated likelihood estimation, using PythonBiogeme (Bierlaire, 2016). 

5. Modelling results 

Table 4 reports the results of the joint mixed logit model estimated using a final sample of 3328 pseudo-observations (156 in-
dividuals in the main survey plus 52 in the control group replied each 8 scenarios in the screen-based and 8 in the VR-based survey). A 
standard process, as described in Cherchi and Ortúzar (2002), was used to identify the joint model reported in Table 4. Separate models 
using only VR-based and only screen-based data were first estimated to identify the set of coefficients candidate to be generic between 
experiment types. Simple models without interactions were estimated first and then systematic heterogeneity and no-linearities tested. 
In the joint estimation, t-tests for generic coefficient were used to decide which coefficients were constrained to be generic between 
experiment types. 

All the variables measured and listed in Tables 2 and 3, where tested in the model. Table 4 reports only the effects that were 
significant at less than 25% significance level. To help the comparison of the results between the screen-based and the VR-based SC 
experiment, as well as between the main survey and the control group, the first two columns of Table 4 report the estimated mean 
values from the joint model and the last two columns their t-tests. When two values are reported, one in the first and one in the second 
column, it means that the coefficient is specific between the main survey and the control group. Otherwise, a unique value is reported 
for both surveys. The environment (screen or VR) refers to whether the value of the coefficient reported in the table is estimated 
specific (two values are reported) or generic (only one value is reported) between the screen-based and the VR-based samples. 

Several interesting results can be drawn from the model estimated. These are discussed in detail hereafter. 

5.1. Unobserved heterogeneity 

We start with the “white” choice error, which is a measure of the error associated to the choice. Because of the higher involvement 
and thus attention in the VR environment compared to online, previous studies (e.g., Mokas et al., 2021) have found that the VR-based 
experiment elicits choices with less uncertainty than the screen-based SC experiment. The “white” choice error is inversely related to 
the model scale, and we observe in Table 4 that none of the three scales estimated is significantly different from one, indicating that in 
our study the choice error in the immersive VR is not different from that in the screen-based SC experiment. The reason could be due to 
the fact that in our SC experiment all attributes are presented exactly in the same way in both environments (VR and screen-based). 
Different choice bias reported in the literature could be related to different ways of presenting some attributes (text versus visual), 
rather than to the impact of the immersive VR environment. Another reason could be that differences in the choice bias can be due to 
differences in the preference for specific attributes, as in our first hypothesis (H1). We tested a specification where we constrained some 
of the coefficients to be the same between the screen-based and the immersive VR environment. We found that in this case the choice 
error in the screen-based was higher than in the immersive VR-based data and indeed significantly different between them (t-test =
2.12). 

Regarding the order effect, results show that there is no difference in scale between the main survey and the control group, which is 
reassuring that potential differences are accounted for with measurable variables. 

Looking at another unobserved error, results seem to suggest that the immersive VR reduces random choice heterogeneity, but 
mainly when respondents see the experiment first in the immersive VR-based environment. Results show that the panel correlation is 
not significantly different between the immersive VR and the screen-based SC experiment in the main survey (t-test = 1.10), while it is 
significantly different in the control group (t-test = 2.59), with random choice heterogeneity across individuals higher in the screen- 
based than in the immersive VR-based survey. 

5.2. Level of Services 

Since our SC experiment in the VR-based environment is perfectly comparable with the standard SC screen-based, it is possible to 
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disentangle the impact of the immersive VR experience in the elicited consumer’s preferences for Level of Service (LOS) attributes 
compared to the screen-based standard SC experiments (internal validity). In line with previous studies (e.g., Patterson et al., 2017), 
our results confirm that the immersive VR environment does not have an impact on individual preferences for LOS attributes. Our 
hypothesis (H2), that the immersive nature of the VR environment would have an impact on the preferences elicited on all attributes, is 
rejected because the marginal utility of the LOS attributes is not significantly different between the two environments (online and VR), 
except for waiting time and some socio-economic groups. In particular, for the majority of the sample the marginal utility of travel time 
is the same in both environments (VR and screen-based), with the exception of those who are very or extremely familiar with AVs, who 
value a change in travel time significantly less (in absolute terms, it is − 0.022 versus − 0.089) in the screen-based than in the VR-based 
environment, maybe because not living the choice they might have erroneously been misled by the knowledge that general AVs 
allowed a more efficient use of travel time. Those who use taxi moderately (less than once a week at most once a month) instead value a 
marginal variation in travel time almost doubled when elicited within the VR environment. The initial expectation was that frequent 
taxi users should be able to evaluate the disutility of travel time also in the screen-based surveys, because they are familiar with taxis. 
However, it seems that the opposite is happening. It could be that, because of familiar with taxis, they underestimate the disutility of 
travel time in the screen-based survey. There are no previous studies on this specific aspect for comparison. An external validity test is 
needed to confirm this effect. However, to put the results into context, for a short trip of 7.00 GBP, we found WTP for in vehicle travel 
time ranging from 7.50 GBP/hour for low-income people, not familiar with AT and frequent taxi users, to 17.50 GBP/hour for high- 
income people, familiar with AT. This is a bit higher, but still within the range reported in previous works in the field, as mentioned in 
the Introduction section. 

The marginal utility of travel cost is not different between VR-based and screen-based either, but it shows a significant no-linear 
effect. In particular, the marginal utility is higher for low income people and in this group it also decreases with travel cost, suggesting 
the present of income effect (Jara-Díaz and Videla, 1989). This effect is the same between environments and treatments, though the 
impact of the squared cost term is doubled in the control group, which probably reflects the slightly higher proportion of respondents 
in the low-income groups (82% in the control group, 75% in the main survey). 

Finally, as expected, even if respondents in the immersive VR do not actually wait to take the taxi (it would have significantly 
increased the time of the overall experiment in the lab) among all the LOS attributes, waiting time is perceived more negatively in the 
immersive VR environment and it is significantly different from the preference elicited in the screen-based environment (t-test = 2.04, 
the hypothesis that the marginal utility of waiting time is the same in the immersive VR and online is rejected at more than 99%). This 
result confirms our hypothesis (H4) that the VR environment has an impact only on the attributes that the participants can experience. 
In the immersive VR environment, respondents can see other customers waiting for their taxi, and waiting time would happen in the 
same location where the choice is taking place. The immersive VR environment allows participants to visually and spatially appreciate 
the implications of waiting, making the experience more salient and impactful on their decision-making, unlike the screen-based 
environment, where waiting time is not real and removed from a tangible context. However, interestingly, the impact of the expe-
rience with a particular aspect of the alternative (waiting time in our case) seems to be affected by the order in which participants see 
the experiment (order effect). Our results show that the marginal utility for waiting time is lower (in absolute values) the first-time 
participants reply to the survey, whatever environment comes first. 

5.3. Social conformity and EV feature effects 

Interestingly, when we look at the other attributes studied in the SC experiment, namely social conformity attributes and EV 
feature, results are much less “regular” and show significant heterogeneity among groups and significant differences between 
immersive VR-based and screen-based SC as well as significant differences between treatments. As we can see in Table 4, the marginal 
utility of the attribute EV, as well as almost all the marginal utilities of the social conformity attributes are significantly different 
between the VR-based and the screen-based environments. This confirms our hypothesis (H3) that the impact of the VR environment is 
stronger on those attributes more difficult to measure. This can be either attributes whose evaluation does not imply awareness, but 
unintentional impact exerted by action of others (as the social conformity attributes in our study) or visual attributes (as tested in 
Patterson et al., 2017; Mokas et al., 2021; Rossetti and Hurtubia, 2020). 

Among the social conformity effects, the reviews from previous customers are no doubt the most significant. Interestingly, it shows 
a great deal of heterogeneity among groups and this heterogeneity is elicited almost only in the immersive VR-based survey, in line 
with our hypothesis (H5). In particular, those with a high school or bachelor education value good reviews almost twice as much as the 
rest of the sample. Similar effect for those who use taxi occasionally, who rely more on the reviews to compensate the little personal 
experience with the taxis. In both cases the hypothesis of homogeneity among these groups is rejected at more than 99%). Those who 
talk frequently to the taxi driver have a positive preference for good reviews, but smaller preference than those who do not talk to the 
driver. This is plausible, as they probably rely more on getting information from the taxi driver rather than general customers do. As 
expected, those who are slightly familiar with AVs have a positive marginal utility for good reviews (significantly different from the 
remaining sample at 99%), though closed to zero. As we said, the majority of these effects are elicited only in the immersive VR 
environment, confirming our hypothesis (H3) that the immersive VR environment provides more hints that seem to affect in particular 
the evaluation of these social aspects. Patterson et al. (2017) also found a couple of segmentations could be estimated only in the model 
estimated with VR data. Summarising, this seems to suggest that the higher realistic level of stimulus provided by the immersive VR 
generated much more diverse responses among participants and also makes it more difficult for the participants to focus on the social 
information provided. This effect is much more marked in the control group when the immersive VR was the first experiment 
performed. 
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We found a similar effect on the other social conformity attribute. The number of today’s customers who have used the taxi is 
significant and has a positive correct sign only in the screen-based survey and only when this is the first experiment seen by the 
participants (i.e., in the main survey), but not for the entire sample. In the screen-based survey is significant and negative for those who 
have not experienced VR before and those who used to take taxis at any taxi ranks in Newcastle, while it is not significant at all in the 
immersive VR experiment except for those who used to take taxis at any taxi ranks (with a negative impact on the utility). While there 
is strong evidence in the literature that people tend to conform to what other people do or say, there is also evidence (Allen, 1965; 
Stricker et al., 1970; Willis, 1965) that some people do also show anti-conformity behaviours, i.e., do the opposite of what other do or 
what they are expected to do. The negative impact of the number of customers might indicate the presence of anti-conformity 
behaviour. For example, since the VR is an innovative tool, those who have not tried VR before coming to the lab, might be less 
pro-innovation and less pro-conformity, which could explain the negative sign for the descriptive norm attribute. However, more 
research in this area is needed to confirm this hypothesis. 

Finally, the result for the attribute EV (presented as a dummy variable, and specific only for AT) seems to suggest a strong order 
effect. It seems that when respondents see the experiment for the first time, they do not value this attribute much, maybe they focus 
more on other attributes. When they repeat the experiment, instead, the attribute becomes highly significant, even if the second 
experiment is repeated after weeks, i.e., it is likely that they do not have the survey fresh in their mind. The attribute is in fact correctly 
positive, indicating that being the AT electric increases the probability to be chosen, however, the attribute is significant only in the 
second survey replied, whatever environment comes second. 

5.4. Other effects 

Results show more systematic heterogeneity in the preference for specific alternatives in the screen-based than in the immersive 
VR-based SC. We found that females are more likely to choose NT than AT, in line with the AV literature where females are typically 
classified as less tech-savvy and hence less prone to use AVs than males. All participants were informed upfront that the experiment 
included both an online survey and an immersive VR experiment and we might expect that females who accepted to participate in our 
experiment, that includes the VR, are probably more tech-savvy and more pro-innovation than the average females. Nevertheless they 
do still prefer NT over AT. The result about young participants, being more likely to choose AT, is also in line with the literature 
(Krueger et al., 2016) but the impact is not significant in the immersive VR experiment. The result about familiarity seems also 
reasonable, for opposite reasons. Those who are not at all or slightly familiar with AVs might have a higher probability to try AT, due to 
curiosity, than those who are familiar with AVs. Finally, we also tested if ‘experience with VR’ had an impact on the preference for 
specific alternatives. We found that having experience with VR increases the preferences for AT, but this effect is not significant (the 
null hypothesis can be rejected at 70%), with no difference between the main experiment and the control group. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper presents the results of a study carried out to shed light on the current discussion whether and to which extent preferences 
elicited with the immersive VR differ from those elicited with standard screen-based experiments. In particular, the research focuses on 
preferences elicited with SC experiments in the context of automated versus normal taxis. SC experiments are extensively used in 
transport field, and in particular to study innovative transport systems that are not yet available in the market. However, the lack of 
knowledge and experience for these new products adds another layer of concerns to the existing discussion about the accuracy of the 
preferences measured with SC experiments. In this context, the immersive VR technology offers a unique opportunity to allow re-
spondents to make decisions in a realistic environment where the product is not available on the market. 

Differently from previous literature, we built our experiment in order to ensure that the SC experiment in the VR-based envi-
ronment was perfectly comparable with the one used in the standard screen-based. This allows internal validity. A sample of 156 
participants replied both surveys (the screen-based first and the immersive VR-based after 1–2 weeks), and another sample of 52 
participants was also used as control group to control for the order effect in the presentation of the two experiments. The control group 
and the ordering effect do not have direct implications for practice but are key in the evaluation of the results that have meaning in 
practical implications. Several interesting results were found. 

Firstly, if the SC experiment used is exactly the same (with the attributes presented in the same way) in the immersive VR-based and 
in the screen-based environment, there is no difference in the choice bias between the two environments. This result might seem 
intuitive, however, what is interesting is that, even if the SC experiments are perfectly the same, the experience with the immersive VR 
environment does affect the individual preferences for the specific attributes presented in the SC experiment. Failing to model this 
difference might erroneously show the effect as choice bias instead. 

Another interesting result is that among the attributes tested in the SC experiment, the immersive VR-based experience does not 
have an impact (compared to the screen-based) on the preferences for travel time and travel cost. It seems to have some effect in the 
preference for waiting time. Given the setting of our immersive VR experiment, where respondents can see other customers waiting for 
their taxi and take decisions in the same location where they would also wait for the taxi, this result seems to suggest that the 
immersive VR has an impact on the attributes that the respondents can live or do experience more closely. Maybe if the experiment 
would have taken place within the taxi, experiencing in-vehicle travel time, we would have observed an impact there. This stems from 
the fact that preferences typically derive from or tend to be shaped by our knowledge and experience. Allowing respondents to test the 
trip on board the taxi could be an interesting extension of the research. However, it must be noticed that in our study, respondents 
choose between two taxis, one normal and one automated, there is no difference then on how travel time can be used, compared to the 
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studies discussed in the literature review that compared the WTP for travel time between a normal car (where the participant drives) 
and an automated car. 

The most striking impact of the immersive VR was observed in the evaluation of the “non-economic” attributes, and in particular in 
the preference for the customer reviews and the number of customers who have chosen the taxi. The literature reports that the VR 
allows respondents to focus more on the decision. Our results suggest that the realism of the immersive VR experience induces a shift in 
the focus of the participants more on the LOS attributes than on the social information or other vehicle characteristics provided. In 
particular, for a norm to exert influence, it requires respondents’ attention to be focused on the norms. The hints and cues provided by 
the immersive VR seems to drive respondents’ attention away from these social attributes. This effect is much more marked when the 
immersive VR was the first experiment performed, i.e., when participants have not seen the experiment before. In addition, the 
immersive VR environment seems to be able to elicit much more heterogeneity in the preferences among respondents than the screen- 
based experiment do. This is an important result that has of course practical consequences if these results are used to inform policies 
makers or manufacturers. 

While results are always context-specific, and more evidence is needed, we believe this research allows some cautious and general 
conclusions. It seems that using an immersive VR environment has indeed an impact on the preferences elicited with SC experiment. 
This impact is evident in three aspects: 1) on the attributes that the respondents is able to experience (also partially) within the VR 
environment; 2) on those attributes more difficult to measure, either because of visual attributes (such as urban environment) or 
because of attributes whose evaluation does not implies awareness, but unintentional impact exerted by action of others (such as social 
conformity attributes); 3) on the ability to elicit more systematic heterogeneity in the individual preferences for the alternatives 
evaluated and their characteristics. The extent to which these aspects can be elicited with the VR environment depends on the specific 
context and on the level of details measured in the data collection process and used to estimate the models. Our results seem to suggest 
that it is not possible to generalise the impact on the choice bias as this depends on the model specification. It is however recommended 
to carefully test differences in the preferences elicited with the screen-based and the VR-based data, as differences that are not 
explicitly estimated affect the choice bias. 

The use of the control group allowed us to test if the impact of the VR environment could be affected by the fact that respondents 
had already seen the SC experiment before. Enough time was left between the two experiments to leave us confident that respondents 
do not remember the SC experiment (at least not in detail). However, it seems that participants who perform the experiment first in the 
immersive VR experiment are subject to more stimuli and tend to focus on fewer attributes and mostly times and costs. However, the 
sample used in our control group is smaller than that used in the main survey, and we did not run a randomised control trial. This can 
affect the results. Additional work is needed to confirm this finding from the control group. We also acknowledge that a full ran-
domized control (FRC) trial design is probably needed to verify internal validity. However, it is worth nothing that FRC trials are not 
common in transport field (Merlin et al., 2022). Indeed, FRC trail design cannot be applied to any context and it is not without 
criticism, one of this is the cost and time needed to run them, which is a critical limitation in VR studies. 

Since the immersive VR environment gives the perception of acting in a real world, the expectation is that preferences elicited with 
the immersive VR environment should be better (closer to reality) than the ones elicited with screen-based experiments. A real and 
consolidated market is needed to test the external validity of the results. But we share the feeling of Matthews et al. (2017) that 
immersive “virtual environments should seriously be considered”, based on our results, to study products not available on the market 
and even more to study the impact of social conformity or social influence in its various aspects. 

A final note, in our experiment we put much emphasis in building a highly realistic environment. However, as discussed in 
Cummings and Bailenson (2016) it is important to stress that while the level of details and the resolution of the images are relevant 
components in providing the sense of “being there”, other aspects of the immersion, like the easiness of taking actions within the 
environment, the visual extension of the view, are even more important to allow participants to perceive themselves as being located in 
that space. 
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